Finally, a virtual desktop alternative that works the way your users do

Venn delivers a breakthrough experience that puts users first for compliance that lasts.

In the new world of work, regulated firms are finding that virtualized security is just that: not real. The delays and disruptions from virtual desktops are forcing users to find workarounds that undermine compliance and unravel productivity.

**Venn – The Virtual Desktop Alternative**

Introducing Venn – the industry’s first virtual desktop alternative that puts users first by delivering a fast, familiar and flexible work experience which does not compromise data security or device compliance.

**Patented LocalZone™ Technology**

Built on two decades of real-world experience in regulated environments, Venn is powered by patented LocalZone™ technology that creates a smart, secure perimeter around a user’s work applications and data, eliminating the performance and compatibility challenges associated with virtual desktops. With Venn, users work locally, seamlessly and securely on the device of their choice, anywhere – always staying in the Zone.

**User-First Benefits**

**ZERO-LAG PERFORMANCE**

With Venn, work applications and data are easily accessible with no performance degradation or confusion caused by toggling between a virtual desktop and local device.

**SEAMLESS COMPATABILITY**

Venn is purpose-built and specifically designed to support today’s modern productivity tools, including videoconferencing, unified communications and related peripherals.

**PERSONAL PRIVACY**

Venn’s LocalZone™ technology only monitors work applications and data, ensuring end-user personal privacy without sacrificing firm security.

**FAIL-SAFE ACCESS**

Venn provides dynamic access to cloud-hosted applications as a backup should users or their devices become noncompliant.

**Venn vs. Virtual Desktops**
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Delivering the Highest Levels of Compliance, Control & Visibility

SECURE BY DESIGN
Venn ensures that firm applications and data are only accessible through the platform. It employs a Zero Trust security architecture to continually confirm user authorization, device health and to isolate work data and network traffic.

ACTIVE COMPLIANCE
Venn transforms written cybersecurity compliance policy into actively enforced technical controls, complete with readily exportable usage data that saves IT and compliance teams time and aggravation during routine or unexpected audits.

EMPOWERED USERS
Venn keeps users safe and compliant across their devices, allowing them to stay focused and in the Zone throughout the day. No more inconvenient and unsafe workarounds because of slow virtual desktop performance and compatibility challenges.

CONSOLIDATED INFRASTRUCTURE
Venn reduces cost and complexity by eliminating virtual desktop infrastructure, whether hosted on-premises or with a service provider. In addition, Venn’s LocalZone™ technology removes the need for one-off security and management point solutions like Mobile Device Management (MDM), VPNs, and more.

With Venn, users work locally, seamlessly and securely on the device of their choice, anywhere – always staying in the Zone.